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Here [at Vicenza] I am, my Angel, in the homeland of my soul mate Palladio, you
know that this is one of the regions of Italy in which I feel like at home.
All the merchants of Rome bring me their antiquities, because this time
I abandoned the canvasses for the marbles.
[Here [in Rome] I found myself at one on my basic occupations, I work upon
architecture a lot and I am hoping to come back home with a certain manuscript
which will be an excellent pendant to the villa of Pliny.
S. K. Potocki, from letters to his wife Aleksandra, September 1785 and March 1786

Diploma of the Arcadia Academy for
Stanisław Kostka Potocki, issued in Rome
on 23 March 1775, AGAD
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Introduction
This book focuses on a masterpiece of the early Neoclassical art: a reconstruction, or
restitution on paper, of Pliny the Younger’s legendary villa at Laurentum. It was created in
Rome in the years 1777–1778 under the guidance of a young Pole, Count Stanisław Kostka Potocki (1755–1821), then barely twenty-three years of age. The work, originally in the
Potocki collection in Wilanów, since the 1930s has been held in the iconographic collection of the National Library in Warsaw. It contains over thirty large-format (57.7 × 89.5 cm)
drawings in colour. Just before the close of the eighteenth century, probably during his last
sojourn in Italy (1795–1797), Count Potocki finished his 24-page-long commentary to his
ambitious work, written in French and entitled Notes et Idées sur la Ville de Pline, now held
in the Central Archives of Historical Records (AGAD) in Warsaw (Potocki Archive, no. 244).
He may have started writing it already in 1786. This hitherto unpublished manuscript,
along with the reconstruction drawings of the villa at Laurentum, which have never been
shown as an entire set, are now being published for the first time.1 The English translation
of the Notes et Idées sur la Ville de Pline, made specially for this publication, has appeared in
print only once (see Miziołek 2006).
The fact that attempts at the reconstruction of Pliny’s seaside villa (villa marittima) in
Laurentum (or Laurentinum, hence the name of the estate), which was located ca. 20 km
from Rome, have been so strenuous and numerous, is a fascinating phenomenon in the
fine arts from the early modern period onward. One of the surviving letters by its owner
– an adoptive son of the famous encyclopaedist Pliny the Elder (ca. 23–79) – to a certain
Gallus is the starting point for those reconstructions, as it contains a detailed description
of the villa’s location, the building and its numerous rooms.2 This unique description, coming as it does from Antiquity itself, fascinated many architects, patrons of art and lovers of
Antiquity, from the times of Lorenzo the Magnificent through Vincenzo Scamozzi (1615),
Jean-François Félibien des Avaux (1699) and Robert Castell (1728) to Pedro José Marquez
(1796), John Soane (1815), Thomas Jeﬀerson and many others. In the twentieth century,
reconstructions of Pliny’s villa were undertaken by outstanding architects, such as Leo
Krier and Justo Solsona. Yet the reconstruction undertaken by Potocki appears to be the
most spectacular of them all. Its creation, concurrent with the great wave of archaeological excavations in Italy, was a manifestation of the cult of Antiquity which was prevalent
in his era. Potocki, unlike all others before and after him, attempted a so-called “total
reconstruction”. His vision, immortalised on paper by at least two Italian artists and probably also by Franciszek Smuglewicz (1745–1807), encompasses not only the architecture
of the villa, its cryptoportico and pavilions, but also the magnificent all’antica decoration
of numerous rooms, with decorative sculptures, reliefs and wall-paintings derived from
the Domus Aurea, Forum Romanum, Pompeii, Herculaneum and other similar locations. In
contrast to the reconstructions by aforesaid architects and connoisseurs, the outstanding achievement of Count Potocki was never published, either by him or by his son Aleksander.
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In his 1946 article Domus Aurea Nerona i Willa Laurentina (Nero’s Domus Aurea and the
Villa Laurentina), the late Professor Stanisław Lorentz wrote: “The so-called Baths of Titus
[i.e. Domus Aurea – JM] kindled [...] quite a vivid interest in Poland […]. Polish research on
the villa of Pliny the Younger known as the Laurentinum, initiated still in the eighteenth
century and later entirely forgotten, holds an incomparably greater meaning for us […] Inventory measurements and designs for the reconstruction of the villa […] made under the
guidance of Stanisław Kostka Potocki deserve a thorough scientific examination by Polish
archaeologists, who also ought to decide whether it would not be worthwhile now, after
well over a century, to carry out Potocki’s plan and publish the volume which would document Poland’s active participation in the European scientific and cultural life of the latter
half of the eighteenth century”. This undertaking, proposed over five decades ago, has as
yet been fulfilled only partially. The merit for introducing the collection of drawings held
by the National Library to the international art literature belongs to a Canadian historian
of architecture, Pierre de la Ruﬃnière du Prey (1994), who nevertheless focused almost
exclusively on the villa’s architecture, almost ignoring the problem of its rich all’antica decoration. Krystyna Gutowska-Dudek, in her exceedingly useful catalogue of the Wilanów
collection of drawings (1997−2005) and a separate article (2005), conducted a very thorough analysis of the drawings’ style and determined that apart from Vincenzo Brenna,
two more draughtsmen had participated in the project. It is necessary to underline that
at the present moment, the study of Stanisław Kostka Potocki’s achievements is greatly
facilitated not only by the studies by Mrs Gutowska-Dudek, but also by the very valuable
publication which accompanied the Wilanów exhibition entitled The Grand Tour (2006).
The course of research initiated recently by l’Università della Svizzera Italiana is devoted
to Vincenzo Brenna and focuses on the activity of this Italian architect, who also participated in Potocki’s paper reconstruction of the Laurentina.
The primary aim of the present publication is to show Potocki’s reconstruction of Pliny’s
villa in the context of its earlier reconstructions and of the archaeological and antiquarian
investigations conducted in Italy in the second half of the eighteenth century. Thus, the
project’s main scope is to present Potocki’s sources of inspiration, to explain the iconography of the all’antica decoration of the villa’s particular rooms, its cryptoportico and the
adjacent pavilions. Another important element of this book are the 3D visualisations of
the villa and its most beautiful rooms. This extremely successful undertaking was accomplished by Maciej Tarkowski and Mikołaj Baliszewski. An essay appended to their work
touches upon the issue of the application of new technologies in art research. All in all, the
present publication illustrates a course of research which combined traditional methods
of investigating inspirations derived from the Antiquity with the opportunities oﬀered
by computer technologies. It has to be stressed, however, that the present book and its
accompanying DVD are to pave the way for a facsimile edition of Potocki’s unique restitution of Pliny’s villa.
The following pages constitute an attempt to systematise all the drawings associated
with the Laurentina by ascribing drawings with interior decoration to particular rooms.
The following theses are posed: 1) the author of the entire concept, together with the details of the building’s architectural shape and of its decoration, was Stanisław Kostka PotoIntroduction
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cki himself (this thesis was to a certain extent proposed already by Pierre de la Ruﬃnière
du Prey); 2) it is an error to ascribe the majority of the drawings to Brenna’s hand, since the
best of them, e.g. the decoration of the triclinium, the unctorium and the cryptoportico pavilions, were made by the Italian artist Giuseppe Manocchi, who is almost forgotten today;
3) Potocki owed his archaeologist’s approach to the reconstruction of the Laurentina (e.g.
the combination of the deep textual analysis with the research of the existing remains in
situ) to such scholars as Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717–1768), Francesco S. Maﬀei
(1675–1755) and Orazio Orlandi, a Roman antiquarian active in the 2nd half of the eighteenth century, of whom as yet little is known. It shall be demonstrated that these theses
find corroboration in Potocki’s commentary, extant in the Central Archive of Historical Records (AGAD), and the analysis of Manocchi’s drawings housed in the Staatliche Museen
in Berlin, in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg and in the John Soane’s Museum in London.
The present book was born as an exhibition catalogue published in Polish in 2007. The
exhibition took place in May 2007 in the Krasiński Palace (known also as the Palace of the
Commonwealth). This magnificent building is the home not only to the Laurentina reconstruction drawings, but also to the entire Wilanów Library, including the books and prints
which once belonged to Stanisław Kostka Potocki and his brother Ignacy. I am extremely
grateful to the Directors of the National Library in Warsaw, and especially to the Director Tomasz Makowski, for accepting the project of my research and extensive help in its
preparation. I would also like to thank Dr Marta Przyszychowska for her numerous eﬀorts,
due to which the first version of this book, published in Polish, came into being and a large
part of the iconographic material for both the book and the film was acquired.
A large portion of research leading to the present book, which is much expanded in
comparison with its Polish version, was done thanks to two distinguished institutions:
the Getty Research Institute (GRI) within the scholar year theme “The Persistence of Antiquity”, and the Foundation for Polish Science (FNP). The majority of my initial findings
resulting from research conducted at the Getty Villa in Malibu (January to April 2006) was
presented at the CIHA conference entitled “Past Perfected” in April 2006 in Los Angeles,
and at the Huntington Library (San Marino, CA). With the aid of a grant from the Polish
Ministry of Higher Education, the next stage of research on Villa Laurentina was conducted in the Musei Vaticani, in the Bibliotheca Hertziana in Rome, and in the Warburg
Institute in London. The results of these new investigations were presented at two conferences - one of them at the Humboldt University, Berlin (Miziołek 2010), and the other
at Ca’ Foscari University, Venice (Miziołek 2011). I would like to express my gratitude to
Thomas Crow, the Director of the GRI, Charles Salas, Claire Lyons, and Kenneth Lapatin, as
well as to Ian Balfour, Elizabeth Kieven, Chiara Sulprizio and Ted Dalziel for their inspiring
remarks and suggestions. My heartfelt thanks go also to Dr Maria Giuseppina Lauro for
making it possible for me to visit Tor Paterno, and to Dr Anna Lo Bianco, Dr Johaness Roell
and Dr Giandomenico Spinola for acquainting me with valuable photographic material.
The idea for the book and the film was born during long and fruitful conversations with its
co-authors; Mikołaj Baliszewski and Maciej Tarkowski helped me greatly to identify and
systematise the reconstruction drawings of the Laurentina, to select comparative material
and to conduct bibliographic searches.
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It was a great pleasure for all three of us to have the opportunity to collaborate with some
institutions which sent us excellent quality digital photographs. I would like to express my
profound gratitude to Professor Andrzej Rottermund, Director of the Royal Castle in Warsaw, Mr Wit Karol Wojtowicz, Director of the Łańcut Castle Museum, Mr Paweł Jaskanis,
Director of the Wilanów Palace Museum and two colleagues from the Hermitage: Professor
Sergej Androssov and Dr Valery Shevchenko. Photographs of Manocchi’s masterpieces supplied by the Russian scholars are being published for the first time. And last but not least,
I would like to thank Roberto Marcucci from the “L’Erma” di Bretschneider, Hubert Kowalski
from the Museum of the University of Warsaw, and my wife Anna for their suggestions and
patience in preparing this book for publication.
*
As the authors of the one of recent books on our topic put it, “Pliny has, since the
1960s, possessed all the modern markers of a canonical classical author: an authoritative
Oxford Classical Text (R.A.B. Mynors, 1963) and a full commentary (A.N. Sherving-White,
1966). […] Like, for example, Herodotus, Pliny has tended to attract a strikingly diverse set
of scholarly communities: prosopographers, social historians, political historians, legal historians, economic historians, architects, garden designers, archaeologists, and – of course
– literary critics of all hues”.3 The interest in Pliny’s letters has indeed been growing considerably in the past two decades. Since 1997, no less than ten important monographs on
the epistolographer have been published in German, French and English, not to mention
edited collections of texts. Pliny is emerging as an extremely sophisticated writer, whose
letters handsomely repay close reading. In the present book, we will concentrate on his
villa letters: 2.17, 5.6 and 9.7, particularly on the first of them.
In the Appendices, before the English translation of Potocki’s Notes, I decided to reproduce the first part of Robert Castell’s book on Pliny’s villas, as it includes the Latin text of
the letter to Gallus and its English translation, as well as a valuable commentary to it. In
fact, Potocki’s word by word analysis of Pliny’s Letter to Gallus is very much in the manner
of Castell’s The Villas of the Ancients.

Notes
1 Lorentz 1946, p. 318, writes that the drawings were identified and partially put on display for a while in January 1933. Six
drawings were exhibited in Rome in 1975; see Polonia: arte e cultura 1975, pp. 262-265. Only one was shown at the Washington
exhibition in 1993; see Master European drawings from Polish Collections 1993, pp. 22-23. Drawings with the reconstruction of
the Laurentina were totally overlooked in the album More Precious than Gold. Treasures of the Polish National Library (2000). Some
passages from Potocki’s commentary are quoted by Pierre Ruﬃnière du Prey 1994, pp. 148-149, 166.
2 In Poland, Pliny the Younger was held in great esteem from the Renaissance onward, and especially in the Enlightenment.
Among his admirers were Potocki and Roman Ziołecki, who in the 1830’s published the entire collection of Pliny’s letters; it is so
far the only complete translation of those letters into Polish. See also Pliszczyńska 1955, Winniczuk 1975 and 1987.
3 Gibson and Morello 2012, pp. 4-5.
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Portrait of Stanisław Kostka Potocki, detail
of Fig. 29. In some publications the count
is confused with his cousin Jan Potocki,
the author of the famous gothic novel The
Manuscript Found in Saragossa. In his book
The Paris Years of Thomas Jeﬀerson, William
Howard Adams writes: “Near the end of
Maria’s [Cosway] second visit to Paris
[1787], Jeﬀerson asked her to help organize
a dinner in her own honor at the Hotel de
Langeac. The brilliant guest list included
Princess Lubomirski, Baron d’Hancanville,
the Polish patriot Julien Niemscewiski
[Julian Niemcewicz], and the dashing
Count Potocki. The latter’s interests were,
like his host’s, encyclopedic, ranging from
agronomy to zoology. A distinguished
amateur architect, he would shortly
begin work on a hair-raising gothic novel.
At age eighteen, while traveling in the
Mediterranean, Potocki had given chase to
the American envoy’s nemesis, the Barbary
pirates, and for his daring was made a
Knight of Malta. But in Jeﬀerson’s eyes
the count’s most fascinating project was
undoubtedly his commission to reconstruct
in drawings Pliny’s fabled Laurentine villa,
which the Virginian knew well from the
Roman gardener/statesman’s letters” (see
Adams 1997, p. 238).

I. Stanisław Kostka Potocki: archaeology and artistic culture
in the 2nd half of the eighteenth century
Outside Poland, Stanisław Kostka Potocki has hitherto been known mainly due to his
magnificent portrait (here reproduced on the frontispiece by Jacques-Louis David), painted
in 1780-1781, today a treasure of the Wilanów Palace Museum.1 Yet at least three of his
many achievements are of international importance: the slim volume entitled Lettre d’un
etranger sur le Salon de 17872 and, much more importantly, the foundation of the University
of Warsaw with its Museum of Fine Arts (1809-1820) and the ambitious restitution of Pliny’s
villa at Laurentum, executed under his supervision and according to his conception. It is a
work of the early Neoclassicism, clearly belonging to the era in which the very emotional,
almost frenetic cult of the Antiquity emerged and for a time coexisted with the still-extant, if
by then only residual, late-Baroque vision of the universe.3 For this reason, Pliny the Younger
would probably not recognise Potocki’s restitution as an image of his beloved villa by the
sandy seashore, of which he wrote in his letters with a tenderness usually granted to a
beloved woman or a Muse, the long-awaited giver of inspiration (I. IX. 6). It is true that at the
time when Potocki undertook his reconstruction the excavations in the “cities of Vesuvius”
were already in full swing, and the studies of the antiquities of Rome and its vicinity were
increasingly systematic; yet the knowledge of the villas dating from the times of Augustus
and Trajan was still relatively limited, fragmented and inadequately documented. Even
the famous Villa of the Papyri in Herculaneum, then under excavation, was known only in
its outlines, which were discovered through tunnels drilled in the many layers of debris.4
The search for any remains of the Laurentina was in the eighteenth century still very much a
point of debate (Fig. 1).5 What is more, publications referring to archaeological excavations
were jealously hoarded and made available only to the chosen few; the same went for the
excavation sites.6 The third chapter of this book demonstrates how the Laurentina of Potocki’s
reconstruction is, at least with regard to its ground plan and all its four façades, a compromise
between a vision of it, put on paper by Vincenzo Scamozzi in the seventeenth century, and a
strong drive toward a new all’antica style.
In order to understand Potocki’s vision of the Laurentina, it is necessary to recall some facts
from the history of the early Neoclassicism. First and foremost, however, we shall recount
Potocki’s formative years, his sojourns in Italy and his acquaintance with the relics of the ancient
world, which finally resulted in the appearance of his excellent restitution of Pliny’s villa.
1. Fascination with Antiquity and its impact on the visual arts
In a diary of his journey to France and Italy in 1784-1786, August Fryderyk Moszyński (17301786), one of the best educated men of the Polish Enlightenment, described the period in
which the fascination with ancient art was being born: “Such was the sorry fortune of fine
arts in Naples until today. They would have been neglected even worse, if it had not been for
the inflow of foreigners, who seek and dig out what the locals look upon with indiﬀerence.
Only following the example of Sir William Hamilton, who introduced the fashion for
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Vesuvius and Etruscan vases, did the Neapolitans develop a desire for collecting and start
to value what they possess. They have almost ceased to think about paintings of the Italian
masters; they want Etruscan vases instead. It is a real frenzy, at the present moment they are
literally wresting them from one another’s grasp. The Neapolitans, who know the value of
gold better than the value of a clay pot, profit wonderfully by this passion of the foreigners”.7
Stanisław Kostka Potocki also commented on the way the foreigners and Italians alike
were captivated with the world of the Antiquity and with the ancient mosaics, murals and
vases (which were then erroneously considered to be Etruscan). Not concealing his own
interest, he wrote in one of his letters to his wife: “I found a certain Father Roberto, whose
help is invaluable to me; I appointed him my antiquarian; he is a very bright man who loves
the Antiquity as much as he despises modern times. […] Our journeys were along the
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1. Teodoro Matteini, Prince Sigismondo
Chigi and Ennio Quirinio Visconti visiting
excavations at Porcigliano (i.e. the ancient
Laurentum), ca. 1785, Società “Castelfusano
Prima s.p.a”, Castelfusano

